Name:
Age:
3 words that describe me:
Colour The Zorbs and the planets. Add lots of stars: be creative and use your imagination!
The Zorbs spaceship will land on Earth in 1 minute.

Draw planet Earth.
Colour the space station.
Help Scooter go to Intella.
There is a problem! Signal is going to solve it. He needs the help of Sentimo, Scooter and Intella.

Draw The Zorbs riding inside the bus.
Connect the numbers. What is Intella watering?
18th September,
World Respect Day.
Mark your calendar.

Draw Mia doing
the right thing.

Write “Let’s Do
the Right Thing
Like The Zorbs”.
Mia acted in a disrespectful way!

Connect the numbers to find out.
Check out other Zorbs' adventures as the four friends continue helping children around the world.
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